TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
can!   I have recently been made to feel seventy-two when I am.
only fifty-two, by a girl of eighteen who tried to argue with me
that directly you put the clock on or back one hour, time became
time again as it had been In The Beginning.   "Two hours," I
contradicted; but she insisted: "No, only one", until I gave way
suddenly and much too quickly (as one does in a tug-o£war when
the rope breaks) for I remembered that for as long as she could
remember, Summer-Time stood an eternal fixture where it had
been placed in May 2ist, 1916, and it was only the second hour that
to her would appear flexible.   So to console myself, I played with
the idea of writing a short play called "The Three Murdered
Sisters", who haunted an old manor in conventional style, doing
their ghost act at midnight; a wrathful eldest sister would want
always to keep the old-fashioned midnight;   the second sister,
slightly more modern, preferred pre-war Summer-Time, one hour
out of alignment;  the third and most up-to-date sister declared
rebelliously that she would only consent to do her haunting by a
clock that had been put on two hours.   As a climax, they decided
to break up the trio and each haunt the manor separately at a
different midnight.   Perhaps it would be more effective as a story
than a play, because then I could show the owners of the manor
wholly bewildered, wondering what could have happened.
Time and the War. Everybody seems compelled at some moment
or another to ask the same question: "How long do you think
this war is going to last >" But what sort of reassurance can they
expect i People of brilliant and independent brain-power suddenly
become trustful, and put their question in the most unlikely
quarters; an incredible tendency of the human race to hope they
may find infallibility somewhere. The same eager futile question
was asked, no doubt, during the Hundred Years' War (but we
would rather not think of that) and the Thirty Years' War (faintly
preferable). Curious that these earlier wars should have been
named from their, duration; no one calls the last war- "The
Four-^ni-a-quarter Yean* War".
"What names have other wars picked up, in time ? "The War"
md "Ite Last War" will be our way of least resistance until the
Next War, when this one will automatically become "The Last
War (like Baby and then the New Baby). In the end, because
to nanc that springs first into our mind will obstinately remain
wttfc us, bettor let it come easily than try and strain it to be more
appropriate or dignified How do you mention the war of 1914 ?

